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Abstract: The entropic force and the imaginary part of potential experienced by a moving
quarkonia in a plasma, are computed in a charged deformed AdS background by holography
approaches. In that case, the axis of the moving quarkonia has an arbitrary angle with
wind. We show that the charge in deformed AdS background deeply effect on the increasing
entropic force and decreasing thermal width. So, the dissociation length of the meson
becomes short when charge is increasing. In addition, the entropic force and the thermal
width are increased by the deformation of the space. Therefore the deformation parameter
in such background leads us to find process with arbitrary dissociation length of quark-
anti quark.
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1 Introduction
Studying of QQ¯ interaction needs the effect of the medium in the motion of the pair to
be considered. Because this pair is not produced at rest in strongly coupled quark gluon
plasma (QGP), the velocity of the pair through the plasma has some effects on its inter-
actions that should be taken into account. The interaction energy has a finite imaginary
part at finite temperature that can be used to estimate the thermal width of the quarkonia
[1, 2]. Calculations of ImVQQ¯ relevant to QCD and heavy ion collisions were performed
for static QQ¯ pairs using pQCD [3] and lattice QCD [4–6] before AdS/CFT. Melting of
heavy quarkonium is one of the main experimental signatures of the formation of QGP
[7]. The AdS/CFT is a correspondence [8–11] between a string theory in AdS space and a
conformal field theory in physical space-time. This theory describes the phenomenology of
hadronic properties and demonstrate their ability to incorporate such essential properties
of QCD as confinement and chiral symmetry breaking [12]. In the AdS/CFT point of view
the AdS5 plays important role in describing QCD phenomena.
Study of the moving heavy quarkonia in space-time with AdS/QCD approach plays im-
portant role in interaction energy [13–16]. One of the most important works was done by
J. Noronha et al where they carried out the imaginary potential for N = 4 SYM theory
in [17]. One another important quantity in study of QQ¯ is entropic force which is re-
sponsible for dissociation of the quarkonium, because according to its definition entropic
force is a force which drives the system towards the state with a larger entropy [18], in
addition the entropic force may be responsible for gravity [19] that we will not discuss here
and interested reader can refer to the approriate reference. So, growing of the entropy S
with the inter-quark distance L gives the entropic force as we will study in this paper.
The main motivation of this work is studying effects of charge and deformation parame-
ter of background on these two quantities, imaginary part of potential and entropic force.
Evaluation of ImVQQ¯ will yield to determine the suppression of QQ¯ in heavy ion collision
[20]. The main idea is using boosted frame to have ReVQQ¯ and ImVQQ¯ [21] for QQ¯ in a
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plasma. On the other hand we will follow the holographic appeoach of [22] and extend
the calculations according to a charged deformed AdS black hole case. In many papers,
the interaction energy and entropic force of quarkonia have been studied. The effect of
finite ’t Hooft coupling corrections on the thermal width and imaginary potential of a
moving heavy charmonium from holography has been studied in [23] and the authors also
studied entropic force of a moving heavy quarkonium [24]. It was found that the moving
quarkonium dissociate easier than the static case in agreement with the QCD expectations
[25]. Some other papers also studied supperssion of the pairs in the plasma [26, 27] and
Noronha’s works have been extended to various cases [28–30]. Some papers have another
holographic approach to find imaginary part of potential [31–33].
Dissociating the quarkonium is related to entropic force[34], it has been argued in lattice
QCD studies such as [35–37]. In addition, recently some papers have considered these fields
such as [38, 39]. The discussion of the puzzle on the suppression of the charmonium at
RHIC and LHC which mentions at RHIC the charmonium suppression is stronger than at
LHC while the density is larger at LHC has been studied in [40, 41].
With all above explanations, we organize the paper as follows. In section 2, we discuss
the case where the pair is moving perpendicularly to the joining axis of the dipole in de-
formed AdS, we assume this metric background for QQ¯ and find some relations for real
and imaginary parts of potential, afterwards we study entropic force . This example will
be presented with some numerical results for different values of deformation parameter and
charge. Notice that our main focus is on deformation parameter and charge. So we do not
insist on effects of change in rapidity and angle, since there are enough discussions about
them in other references.
We consider general orientation of QQ¯ in section 3 and follow the procedure as before.
Section 4 is about our conclusion and results.
2 Moving QQ¯ in a plasma with a charged deformed AdS background,
perpendicular case
In this section we start with following metric background which is a deformed black hole
geometry with deformation parameter µg. Also it is charged in the holographic dimension
by Q, then we have a deformed charged black hole.
ds2 = a2(z)(−f(z)dt2 +Σi=3i=1dx2 +
1
f(z)
dz2], (2.1)
with a2(z) = 1l2 (
1
z2 + µ
2
g) and f(z) = 1 − (1 + Q2)( zzh )4 + Q2(
z
zh
)6 (zh means the
location of the horizon) and we will put the AdS radius l as 1 in our calculation. The
string tension is 12piα′ where α
′ is related to the ’t Hooft coupling constant by
√
λ = l
2
α′ . So
the temperature is,
T =
1
zhpi
(1− Q
2
2
). (2.2)
In case µg −→ 0 the corresponding space time is the AdS5- Reissner-Nord-Storm geometry.
Then if we apply such nonzero deformation parameter in warp factor a2(z), we are inter-
ested in studying our mentioned problem in asymptatically AdS5- Reissner-Nord-Storm
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geometry to know how the behaviour is different if the warp factor has some deformation
and how the deformation of geometry affect the moving pair. It is clear that in the limit
Q −→ 0 and µg −→ 0 the usual AdS5-Schwarzschild metric is reproduced. Now, we pro-
ceed to derive real and imaginary parts of potential, also we will study entropic force of a
meson in a plasma with this background.
As we mentioned before, we have a moving meson with velocity perpendicular to the wind
and rapidity η in the plasma then we can assume the pair is at rest and the frame is moving
in reverse direction with −η [21]. We continue with hamiltonian as,
H(z) ≡
√
V˜ (z)
V˜c
V˜ (z) − V˜c
M˜(z)
, (2.3)
with these definitions,
M˜(z) ≡ G00Gzz cosh2 η −GxxGzz sinh2 η (2.4)
V˜ (z) ≡ G00Gxx cosh2 η −Gxx2 sinh2 η , (2.5)
where V˜c means ˜V (zc) and c is the deepest position of the string in the bulk. The equation
of motion and the boundary conditions of the string relate L (length of the line joining
both quarks) with zc as follows,
L
2
= −
∫ zc
0
dz
H(z)
. (2.6)
In order to relation between Sstr and zc we find the regularized integral [21] as,
S
reg
str =
T
piα′
∫ ∞
zc
dz

√M˜ (z)
√
V˜ (z)
V˜ (zc)
(
V˜ (z)
V˜ (zc)
− 1
)−1/2
−
√
M0(z)


− T
piα′
∫ zc
zh
dz
√
M0(z), (2.7)
– 3 –
so with definitions y = zcz and yh =
zc
zh
we obtain the following results,
L = 2
yh
piT
(1− Q
2
2
)
∫ ∞
1
y−2dy
√
A
B
where we have,
A = (
4pi2T 2y2
y2h(2−Q2)2
+ µ2g)
2((1 − (1 +Q2)y4h +Q2y6h) cosh2 η − cosh2 η + 1
+ (1− (1 +Q2)y4h +Q2y6h) sinh2 η cosh2 η − sinh2 η cosh2 η
+ sinh2 η − (1− (1 +Q
2)y4h +Q
2y6h)
(1− (1 +Q2)(yhy )4 +Q2(yhy )6)
sinh2 η cosh2 η
+
1
(1− (1 +Q2)(yhy )4 +Q2(yhy )6)
sinh2 η cosh2 η
− 1
(1− (1 +Q2)(yhy )4 +Q2(yhy )6)
sinh2 η ) and,
B = (
4pi2T 2y2
y2h(2−Q2)2
+ µ2g)
2(1 + (Q2(
yh
y
)6 − (1 +Q2)(yh
y
)4) cosh2 η)2
− ( 4pi
2T 2
y2h(2−Q2)2
+ µ2g)
2 ×
( 1 + (Q2(
yh
y
)6 − (1 +Q2)(yh
y
)4) cosh2 η)(1 + (Q2y6h − (1 +Q2)y4h) cosh2 η).
(2.8)
Finally from (2.7) we find the real part of potential ReVQQ¯ =
Sregstr
T as,
ReVQQ¯√
λ
=
S
reg
str
T
√
λ
=
yh
pi2T
(1− Q
2
2
){
∫ ∞
1
y−2(
4pi2T 2y2
y2h(2−Q2)2
+ µ2g)
2dy
√
C
D
− µ4g}
− yh
pi2T
(1− Q
2
2
)
∫ 1
0
(
4pi2T 2y2
y2h(2−Q2)2
+ µ2g)
2dy,
C = (1 + sinh2 η − sinh
2 η
1− (1 +Q2)(yhy )4 +Q2(yhy )6
)(1 + (Q2(
yh
y
)6 − (1 +Q2)(yh
y
)4) cosh2 η),
D = (
4pi2T 2y2
y2h(2−Q2)2
+ µ2g)
2(1 + (Q2(
yh
y
)6 − (1 +Q2)(yh
y
)4) cosh2 η)
− ( 4pi
2T 2
y2h(2−Q2)2
+ µ2g)
2(1 + (Q2y6h − (1 +Q2)y4h) cosh2 η). (2.9)
Before using (2.9), we proceed by definition of entropic force, since we need to find free
energy from previous relations (the interested reader can consider (2.14) to compare it with
(2.9) in advance). So, as we mentioned before, the entropic force has been defined as the
entropy S which grows with the inter-quark distance L. So we have entropic force as,
F = T ∂S
∂L
, (2.10)
where T refers to the temperature of the plasma. Then one can calculate the entropy as,
S = −∂F
∂T
, (2.11)
– 4 –
while F is free energy. Now there are two suppositions in here, first for large values of inter-
quark distance, where it becomes larger than the maximum value of LT (which we call c′),
therefore the quarks are compeletly screened. The physical interpretation is, one should
compare two kinds of contribution, a connected string with two pieces of disconnected
strings. The second one means the fundamental string is connected yet and LT is smaller
than c′.
If L > c
′
T free energy is not unique and it depends on configuration of strings, so from [42]
one chooses it as,
F (1) =
1
piα′
∫ zh
0
dz. (2.12)
According to (2.11), numeric result is,
S(1) =
√
λΘ(L− c
′
T
), (2.13)
where Θ is mathematical theta function, and the entropy of moving quarkonium for large
distance of L is similar to the static case, since this results have been studied in many
references such as [24, 39] we skip this step and consider the second supposition.
If: L < c
′
T , the free energy which is derived from the on-shell action of the fundamental
string in the dual geometry is,
F (2) =
1
piα′
∫ zc
0
dz
√
˜M(z) ˜V (z)
˜V (z)− V˜c
=
yh
√
λ
pi2T
(1− Q
2
2
)
∫ ∞
1
y−2(
4pi2T 2y2
y2h(2−Q2)2
+ µ2g)
2dy
√
C
D
, (2.14)
where C and D are defined in (2.9) and S(2) will result by numeric calculations. At the
next step we derive imaginary part of potential. We will discuss on graphs of entropic force
and thermal width at the end of this section.
Now we present a derivation of relation for imaginary part of potential from [21]. We
emphasis that this is exactly the derivation that presented in the reference but we repeat
it here for convenience of the reader meanwhile it is very important. The interested reader
can find more details in that reference. From there we can say one should consider the
effect of worldsheet fluctuations around the classical configuration zcl(x),
z(x) = zcl(x) → z(x) = zcl(x) + δz(x). (2.15)
And then the fluctuations should be taken into account in partition function so one arrives
at,
Zstr ∼
∫
Dδz(x)eiSNG(zcl(x)+δz(x)). (2.16)
Then there is an imaginary part of potential in action. So , by dividing the interval region
of x into 2N points where N −→ ∞ that should be taken into account. At the end of
calculation we arrive at,
Zstr ∼ lim
N→∞
∫
d[δz(x−N )] . . . d[δz(xN )] exp

iT ∆x
2piα′
∑
j
√
M(zj)(z′j)2 + V (zj)

. (2.17)
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Notice that we should expand zcl(xj) around x = 0 and keep only terms up to second order
of it because thermal fluctuations are important around zc which means x = 0,
zcl(xj) ≈ zc +
x2j
2
zcl′′(0), (2.18)
with considering small fluctuations finally we have,
V (zj) ≈ Vc + δzV ′c + zcl′′(0)V ′c
x2j
2
+
δz2
2
V ′′c , (2.19)
where Vc ≡ V (zc) and V ′c ≡ V (zc). With (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19) one can derive (2.20),
(2.21) and (2.22) as,
SNGj =
T ∆x
2piα′
√
C1x
2
j + C2 (2.20)
C1 =
zcl′′(0)
2
[
2Mczcl′′(0) + V
′
c
]
(2.21)
C2 = Vc + δzV
′
c +
δz2
2
V ′′c . (2.22)
For having ImVQQ¯ 6= 0 the function in the square root of (2.20) should be negative. Then,
we consider j-th contribution to Zstr as,
Ij ≡
δzjmax∫
δzjmin
d(δzj) exp
[
i
T ∆x
2piα′
√
C1x
2
j + C2
]
, (2.23)
for every δz between minimum and maximum of its values which are the roots of C1x
2
j+C2
in δz, one leads to C1x
2
j + C2 < 0. The extermal value of the function
D(δzj) ≡ C1x2j + C2(δzj) (2.24)
is,
δz = − V
′
c
V ′′c
. (2.25)
So, D(δzj) < 0 −→ xcl,min < xj < xcl,max leads us to have an imaginary part in square
root, where,
xcl =
√
1
C1
[
V ′2c
2V ′′c
− Vc
]
. (2.26)
If the square root in (2.26) is not real we should take xcl = 0. After all these conditions
we can approximate D(δz) by D(− V ′cV ”c ) in Ij ,
Ij ∼ exp
[
i
T ∆x
2piα′
√
C1x
2
j + Vc −
V ′2c
2V ′′c
]
. (2.27)
The total contribution to the imaginary part, with continum limit is as follows,
ImVQQ¯ = −
1
2piα′
∫
|x|<xcl
dx
√
−x2C1 − Vc + V
′2
c
2V ′′c
. (2.28)
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And finally after evaluating the integral one can arrive at the expression for imaginary part
of potential as,
ImVQQ¯ = −
1
2
√
2α′
√
M˜c
[
V˜ ′c
2V˜ ′′c
− V˜c
V˜ ′c
]
. (2.29)
Now, we are ready to calculate the imaginary part of potential in case of M˜c > 0. So
according to (2.29) and with our deformed charged AdS metric (2.1) we have the following
relation,
ImVQQ¯√
λ
= − 1
2
√
2
√
M˜c
[
V˜ ′c
2V˜ ′′c
− V˜c
V˜ ′c
]
,
M˜c = (
4pi2T 2
y2h(2−Q2)2
+ µ2g)
2(1 + sinh2 η − sinh
2 η
1− (1 +Q2)y4h +Q2y6h
),
V˜c = (
4pi2T 2
y2h(2−Q2)2
+ µ2g)
2(1 + (Q2y6h − (1 +Q2)y4h) cosh2 η),
V˜ ′c = −4(
2piT
yh(2−Q2)
)5 − 4µ2g(
2piT
yh(2−Q2)
)3 + [2Q2yh(
2piT
(2−Q2) )
5
+ 8Q2µ2gy
3
h(
2piT
(2−Q2))
3 + 6Q2µ2gy
5
h(
2piT
(2 −Q2))− 4(1 +Q
2)µ2gyh(
2piT
(2−Q2) )
3
− 4(1 +Q2)µ2gy3h(
2piT
(2−Q2) )] cosh
2 η,
V˜ ′′c = 20(
2piT
yh(2−Q2)
)6 + 12µ2g(
2piT
yh(2−Q2)
)4 + [2Q2(
2piT
(2 −Q2))
6 + 24Q2µ2gy
2
h(
2piT
(2−Q2) )
4
+ 30Q2µ2gy
4
h(
2piT
(2−Q2) )
2 − 4(1 +Q2)µ2g(
2piT
(2−Q2))
4 − 12(1 +Q2)µ2gy2h(
2piT
(2−Q2))
2] cosh2 η
(2.30)
Figures (1) and (2) show the imaginary part of potential (ImV) and entropy against
charge respectively, where they are presented for various values of deformation parameter µg
and fixed rapidity η. Notice that we choose arbitrary values of deformation parameter cause
of the only goal is to compare different graphs while deformation parameter is increasing.
One can try this process by other different values of deformation parameter.
It is clear that ImV has a monotonous behaviour in a wide range values of charge until
its graph falls down and ImV onset to get larger magnitude. It happens when charge
is near to its maximum value, so just in the region where it is maximum, charge has
effect on imaginary part of potential and it is not obvious elsewhere. On the other hand
increasing deformation parameter leads to an increase in magnitude of ImV. It means
that with a decrease in deformation of the space the imaginary part of a potential of a
moving pair, goes toward zero. In compare with ImV, entropy shows a clear impression
by increasing charge, since it falls down and decrease just with charging background. But
by deforming background no meaningful difference has been observed in entropy. The
monotonous behaviour of ImV with resprct to increasing charge is visible in a deformed
– 7 –
AdS. Therefore graphs with larger µg will fall more sudden than graphs with smaller value
of µg . When space is less deformed, the pair can affect by increasing charge more, because
its imaginary part of potential descends clearly. So, the onset of the imaginary part for
smaller values of Q happens at smaller values of deformation parameter.
Therefore while the ImV of the pair and its entropy are decreased by decreasing deformation
parameter and increasing charge respectively, ImV is sensitive to charge just in region
near to its maximum value. In addition deforming the background with µg increases the
magnitude of imaginary part of potential of the pair while it doesn’t matter to entropy.
In figure (3) one can see a three dimentional graph which relates entropy S and imaginary
part of potential ImV to the length of the line joining the pair L, when they are all functions
of the charge. So the whole scope of their true values are considered.
These are presented for different values of deformation parameter. As we can see, at very
small values of the length, all graphs of imaginary part of potential with any value of
deformation parameter, bahave similar . Therefore the pair can not feel any change in
its thermal width by deforming the background. Meanwhile, entropy has its largest value
when L is minimum. As we know, thermal width is considered as ImV with respect to L
and entropic force is considered as growing S with respect to L. So, with increasing charge
the entropic force increases and the thermal width decreases. Again in various values
of µg, ImV has been shown where one can see more deforming the space leads to larger
magnitude of thermal width, whereas the entropy decreases with increasing deformation
parameter. Since (2.10) introduces entropic force as a relation between entropy and L,
the entropic force is increasing by deforming the background heavily when thermal width
get larger magnitude. As we mentioned before, L is considered in scope of its values with
respect to the charge, so for any µg the corresponding drawing line is what all we have
and we are not allowed to continue the graphs. Notice that with the charged deformed
AdS background, thermal width never get zero value since the line never can touch zero on
ImV axis. Briefly, thermal width will not be suppressed by any nonzero value of charge,
deformation parameter and rapidity.
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Figure 1. Imaginary part of potential as a function of charge, for a pair oriented perpendicularly
to the wind. A fixed rapidity η = 0.4 and various deformation parameters are considered.
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Figure 2. Entropy as a function of charge, for a pair oriented perpendicularly to the axis that
joins the pair. A fixed rapidity η = 0.4 and various deformation parameters are considered.
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Figure 3. Entropy and imaginary part of potential with respect to the inter-quak distance length,
for a pair oriented perpendicularly to the axis that joins the pair. A fixed rapidity and various
deformation parameters are considered.
3 Moving QQ¯ in a plasma with a charged deformed AdS background,
arbitrary angle case
In this section we will extend our calculation for arbitrary angles, it means that orientation
of the dipole can have any arbitrary angle with respect to the velocity vector. As before, we
extract the real and imaginary parts of potential with method of [20, 21], θ is the angle of
the dipole with respect to the Xd−1 and dipole is on the (X1,Xd−1) plane. The boundary
conditions are,
z
(
±L
2
sin θ
)
= 0
Xd
(
±L
2
sin θ
)
= ±L
2
cos θ (3.1)
And the action is,
Sstr = − T
2piα′
∫
dσL, (3.2)
– 9 –
where the lagrangian is defined as,
L ≡
√[
M(z) cosh2 η −N(z) sinh2 η] z′(σ)2 + V (z)X ′d(σ)2 + [V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η].
(3.3)
There are two constants of motion as,
H ≡ q ≡ L− dz
dσ
∂L
∂z′
− dXd
dσ
∂L
∂X ′d
(3.4)
K ≡ ∂L
∂X ′d
, (3.5)
with (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) after some algebric calculations one can arrive at,
q2
[
M(z) cosh2 η −N(z) sinh2 η] z′(σ)2 + q2V (z)X ′d−1(σ)2
+
[
V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η] {q2 − [V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η]} = 0 (3.6)
K2
[
M(z) cosh2 η −N(z) sinh2 η] z′(σ)2 + V (z)(K2 − V (z))X ′2d−1(σ) +
K2
[
V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η] = 0 . (3.7)
with inserting X2d from (3.6) into (3.7) and doing some manipulations the result is,
q2 V (z)
[
M(z) cosh2 η −N(z) sinh2 η] z′(σ)2
= (V (z)−K2) [V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η]2 − V (z) [V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η] q2,
(3.8)
and
q2V 2(X ′d−1)
2 = K2
[
V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η]2 . (3.9)
It is clear that we must have Z(σ = 0) = Zc, Z(σ = 0) = 0 and Xd(σ = 0) = 0 so,
(Vc −K2)(Vc cosh2 η − Pc sinh2 η)− Vcq2 = 0. (3.10)
Proceeding by boundary conditions (3.1) and equations of motion (3.8) and (3.9) we arrive
at these two relations,
L
2
sin θ =− q
∫ zc
0
dz
{
V (z)
V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η ×
× M(z) cosh
2 η −N(z) sinh2 η[
(V (z)−K2) [V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η]− V (z)Q2]
}1/2
, (3.11)
L
2
cos θ = −K
∫ zc
0
dz
√[
M(z) cosh2 η −N(z) sinh2 η] [V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η]
V (z)
{
(V (z) −K2) [V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η]− V (z)q2} .
(3.12)
– 10 –
Finally the regularized action is,
S
reg
str = −
T
piα′
∫ zc
0
dz
{√
V (z)
[
M(z) cosh2 η −N(z) sinh2 η] [V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η]{
(V (z) −K2) [V (z) cosh2 η − P (z) sinh2 η]− V (z)q2}
−
√
M0(z)
}
− T
piα′
∫ zc
zh
dz
√
M0(z). (3.13)
As before, in the absence of black brane M(z) for T = 0 leads to M0 and ReVQQ¯ =
Sregstr
T .
For imaginary part we have two degrees of freedom Z(σ) and Xd−1(σ). The string partition
function is,
Zstr ∼
∫
D(δz)D(δXd−1)eiSstr(z¯+δz,X¯d−1+δXd), (3.14)
where fluctuations δz(σ) and δXd−1(σ) are considered with δzδσ −→ 0 and
δXd−1
δσ −→ 0 As
before with action (3.2) and partitioning the interval in 2N subintervals we arrive at,
Zstr ∼
(∫ ∞
−∞
d(δz−N ) d(δXd−1,−N )
)
· · ·
(∫ ∞
−∞
d(δzN ) d(δXd−1,N )
)
ei
T∆x
2piα′
Lj , (3.15)
and
Lj =
√
M˜(z(xj))(z′(xj))2 + V (z(xj))(X ′d−1(xj))2 + V˜ (xj). (3.16)
We expand the classical solution z¯(0) around σ = 0 to quadratic order on σ. If the string
did not sag, then we would have Xd−1(σ) = σtan θ˜ and around σ = 0 we would have,
Xd−1(σ) =
σ
tan θ˜
+ bσ3 +O(σ5), (3.17)
where θ˜ is equal to θ and b is a constant. Because of the symmetry of the problem under
reflections with respect to the origin of the (X1,Xd) plane, Xd(σ) must be an odd function
of σ so,
X ′d−1(σ)
2 =
1
tan2 θ˜
+
6b
tan θ˜
σ2. (3.18)
With inserting (3.18) into (3.16), one can arrive at,
Lj =
√
C˜1x
2
j + C˜2, (3.19)
with these definition,
C˜1 ≡ M˜cz¯′′(0)2 + 1
2
(
V ′c
tan2 θ˜
+ V˜ ′c
)
z¯′′(0) +
6b
tan θ˜
Vc (3.20)
C˜2 ≡
(
Vc
tan2 θ˜
+ V˜c
)
+
(
V ′c
tan2 θ˜
+ V˜ ′c
)
δz +
(
V ′′c
tan2 θ˜
+ V˜ ′′c
)
(δz)2
2
. (3.21)
As previous section after some algebric calculations the explicite analytical expression for
ImVQQ¯ would be,
ImVQQ¯ = −
1
4α′
1√
C˜1


(
V ′c
tan2 θ˜
+ V˜ ′c
)2
2
(
V ′′c
tan2 θ˜
+ V˜ ′′c
) −( Vc
tan2 θ˜
+ V˜c
) . (3.22)
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Again we emphasis that all above derivations about imaginary and real parts of potential
are presented in references that we mentioned before, but we follow them here for conve-
nience of the reader. Now we can come back to our main case and follow it with metric
(2.1). By using (3.8) and (3.9) we will have,
q2 (
dy
dσ
)2 =
4pi2T 2y4
(Q2−2)2
1 + sinh2 η − sinh2 η
1− 1+Q2
y4
+Q
2
y6
×
{

( 4pi2T 2y4
(2−Q2)2 + µ
2
g)
2 − K
2
1− 1+Q2y4 + Q
2
y6

(1 + cosh2 η(Q2
y6
− 1 +Q
2
y4
)
)2
−
(
1 + cosh2 η(
Q2
y6
− 1 +Q
2
y4
)
)
q2} (3.23)
(
dX
dσ
) =
K2
q2
(4pi
2T 2y4
(2−Q2)2 + µ
2
g)
2
1− 1+Q2
y4
+ Q
2
y6
(1 + cosh2 η(
Q2
y6
− 1 +Q
2
y4
))2 (3.24)
where we defined the dimensionless variable y ≡ zhz , so the boundary conditions (3.1)
become ,
y
(
±L
2
sin θ
)
= Λ
Xd
(
±L
2
sin θ
)
= ±L
2
cos θ. (3.25)
Therefore (3.11), (3.12) and (3.10) lead to (3.26), (3.27),
L
2 sin θ = q
1− Q22
piT
∫ Λ˜
yc
y−2dy
√√√√1 + sinh2 η − sinh2 η
1− 1+Q2
y4
+ Q
2
y6
×
{( 4pi2T 2y4
(2−Q2)2 + µ
2
g)
2 − K
2
1− 1+Q2
y4
+ Q
2
y6

 (1 + cosh2 η(Q2
y6
− 1 +Q
2
y4
))2
− (1 + cosh2 η(Q
2
y6
− 1 +Q
2
y4
))q2
}− 1
2
(3.26)
L
2 cos θ = K
1− Q22
piT
∫ Λ˜
yc
y−2dy
√√√√√√(1 + sinh
2 η − sinh2 η
1− 1+Q2
y4
+Q
2
y6
)(1 + cosh2 η(Q
2
y6
− 1+Q2
y4
))
(1− 1+Q2
y4
+ Q
2
y6
)
×
{1− 1 +Q2
y4
+
Q2
y6
− K
2
(4pi
2T 2y4
(2−Q2)2 + µ
2
g)
2

(( 4pi2T 2y4
(2−Q2)2 + µ
2
g)
2(1 + cosh2 η(
Q2
y6
− 1 +Q
2
y4
))
)
− q2(1− 1 +Q
2
y4
+
Q2
y6
)
}− 1
2
, (3.27)
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and (3.28 ),
[(
4pi2T 2y4c
(2 −Q2)2+µ
2
g)
2(1−1 +Q
2
y2c
+
Q2
y6c
)−K2][1+cosh2 η(Q
2
y6
−1 +Q
2
y4
)]−[1−1 +Q
2
y4c
+
Q2
y6c
]q2 = 0
(3.28)
In figures (4) and (5) we study the length of the line joining the pair with respect to charge
Q and deformation parameter µg respectively when dipole is moving with rapidity η and
angle θ with wind. In the first figure we fix µg and take all values of charge. What happens
in figure (4) is that although L displays a peak with respect to Q but it is clear that a
derivative does not exist. The physical interpretation is that the existance of the peak does
not refer to a mathematical derivation of L against Q, but it shows a degeneracy of L by
some values of Q. In other words, on one hand some values of inter-quark distance length
are obtained by two different values of charge. On the other hand there is a specific Q
which leads to the largest value of inter-quark distance length. In the second figure we fix
the arbitrary charge and take different values of µg. It is interesting that in a specific Q,
η and µg length reaches to a maximum value, but in a fixed Q the length descends with
respect to the deformation parameter. So, more deforming the space leads to less distance
between quark and antiquark.
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
0
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0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
Q
L
 
 
µg=0.3η=0.5
Figure 4. Inter-quark distance length as a function of charge, for a pair with an arbitrary angle
θ = 30, at a fixed rapidity and a specific deformation parameter.
Therefore the real part of potential is,
ReVQQ¯√
λ
=
1− Q22
piT
∫ ∞
yc
y−2dy
{
(
4pi2T 2y2
(2−Q2)2 + µ
2
g)
2
√
E
F
− µ2g
}
− 1−
Q2
2
piT
∫ yc
0
µ2gy
−2dy
E = (1 + sinh2 η − sinh
2 η
1− 1+Q2
y4
+ Q
2
y6
)(1 + cosh2 η(
Q2
y6
− 1 +Q
2
y4
))
F =

( 4pi2T 2y4
(2 −Q2)2 + µ
2
g)
2 − K
2
1− 1+Q2y4 + Q
2
y6

(1 + cosh2 η(Q2
y6
− 1 +Q
2
y4
)
)
− q2.
(3.29)
Now, we are going to extend the previous discussion about the entropic force when meson
is moving with the velocity which has arbitrary angle with respect to the wind. According
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Figure 5. Inter-quark distance length with respect to deformation parameter, for a pair with an
arbitrary angle θ = 30, at a fixed rapidity and a specific value of charge.
to what we mentioned before, there are two suppositions.
The first one is when quarks are compeletly screened and we have a large value of inter-
quark distance length. In that case according to (2.12) the free energy does not depend on
angle of velocity with respect to the wind. Therefore the corresponding entropic force will
be same as last section. The second supposition is when fundamental string is connected
yet and LT is smaller than its maximum value, the free energy is,
F (2) =
1− Q22
piT
∫ ∞
yc
y−2dy(
4pi2T 2y2
(2 −Q2)2 + µ
2
g)
2
√
E
F
, (3.30)
where E and F are defined in (3.30).
Conforming figure (6) with figure (4) one can study entropic force by a deformed charged
AdS background. We consider two parts in (4). First part starts from left to right before it
reaches to maximum and second part is from maximum to zero. The first part corresponds
to the lower branch in the figure (6) where with increasing charge, the entropic force is
increasing. The second part in figure (4) corresponds to the upper branch of figure (6)
which shows with increasing charge, L decreases and entropic force increases again. So
generally one can say that by increasing charge the entropic force is increased. On the
other hand by employing corresponding values of charge, there are degeneracies between
L and Q which leads us to have degeneracies between S and L. It means that there are
two values of entropy with each L and they are different since their charges are different.
The physical interpretation is, at an specific inter-quark distance L there are two values
of entropic force that the larger one leads to smaller dissociation length and vice versa.
Furthermore, here charge has larger effect, in compare with perpendicular case.
In figure (7) we study entropic force in a wide class of values of deformation parameter and
a fixed value of charge. It is done in an arbitrary rapidity η and an angle θ = 30. In these
two figures, we choose arbitrary angle θ = 30. The reader can feel free to choose another
angle, since on one hand effect of different angles have been studied in references which we
have mentioned in introduction section, on the other hand difference of angles do not show
any logical contribution in behaviour of entropic force against µg and Q. Therefore, for
– 14 –
avoiding from distraction we fix an arbitrary angle. Here, we mention that L is a function
of µg. It is clear that entropic force has heavy variation in a fixed charge, since L is varying
by deformation parameter. There are some local minimums in the graph where around
them entropy has equall values. So, deforming the space by a specific µg gives us a same
entropy at two different L. Hence deformation parameter varys entropic force around a
local maximum of the dissociation length. The local minimum entropy is heavily impressed
by deformation parameter, because L is increasing with decreasing µg and entropy shows
less unstability. Therefore less deforming the space leads to more stability of entropy at a
fixed charge. In addition, larger values of entropic force will be obtained and dissociation
length of the pair will be decreased.
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Figure 6. Entropy as a function of inter-quark distance for a pair with an arbitrary angle θ = 30,
at a fixed rapidity and a specific deformation parameter, all values of charge have been considered.
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Figure 7. Entropy as a function of inter-quark distance for a pair with an arbitrary angle θ = 30,
at a fixed rapidity and an arbitrary value of charge, with a wide range of deformation parameter.
From (3.22) we arrive at imaginary part of potential as,
ImVQQ¯√
λ
=
1√
C˜1
[
I2
2II
− III], (3.31)
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where,
C˜1 = (
4pi2T 2y2c
(2−Q2)2 + µ
2
g)
2(1 + sinh2 η − sinh
2 η
1− 1+Q2
y4c
+ Q
2
y6c
)(
1− Q22
piT
)2
× (2y−3c (0)y′2c (0)− y−2c (0)y′′c (0))2 +
1
2
I(
1− Q22
piT
)(2y−3c (0)y
′2
c (0)− y−2c (0)y′′c (0))
+ 6
b
tan θ˜
(
4pi2T 2y2c
(2−Q2)2 + µ
2
g)
2(1− 1 +Q
2
y4c
+
Q2
y6c
), (3.32)
I =
1
tan2 θ˜
[−4y5c (
2piT
2−Q2 )
5 +
2Q2
yc
(
2piT
2−Q2 )
5
− 4(1 +Q
2)
y3c
µ4g(
2piT
2−Q2 ) +
6Q2
y5c
µ4g(
2piT
2−Q2 )− 4µ
2
gy
3
c (
2piT
2−Q2 )
3
− 41 +Q
2
yc
µ2g(
2piT
2−Q2 )
3 +
8µ2gQ
2
y3c
(
2piT
2−Q2 )
3]− 4y5c (
2piT
2−Q2 )
5
− 4µ2gy3c (
2piT
2−Q2 )
3 + [
2Q2
yc
(
2piT
2−Q2 )
5 +
8Q2µ2g
y3c
(
2piT
2−Q2 )
3
+
6Q2µ2g
y5c
(
2piT
2−Q2 )− 4
(1 +Q2)
yc
µ2g(
2piT
2−Q2 )
3 − 4(1 +Q
2)
y3c
µ2g(
2piT
2−Q2 )] cosh
2 η,
(3.33)
II =
1
tan2 θ˜
[20y6c (
2piT
2−Q2 )
6 + 2Q2(
2piT
2−Q2 )
6 − 12(1 +Q
2)
y2c
µ4g(
2piT
2−Q2 )
2
+
30Q2µ4g
y4c
(
2piT
2−Q2 )
2 + 12µ2gy
4
c (
2piT
2−Q2 )
4 − 4(1 +Q2)µ2g(
2piT
2−Q2 )
4
+
24µ2gQ
2
y2c
(
2piT
2−Q2 )
4] + 20y6c (
2piT
2−Q2 )
6 + 12µ2gy
4
c (
2piT
2−Q2 )
4
+ [2Q2(
2piT
2−Q2 )
6 +
24Q2µ2g
y2c
(
2piT
2−Q2 )
4 +
30Q2µ2g
y4c
(
2piT
2−Q2 )
2
− 4(1 +Q2)µ2g(
2piT
2−Q2 )
4 − 12(1 +Q
2)
y2c
µ2g(
2piT
2−Q2 )
2] cosh2 η, (3.34)
III = (
4pi2T 2y2c
(2−Q2)2 + µ
2
g)
2[
1
tan2 θ˜
(1− 1 +Q
2
y4c
+
Q2
y6c
) + (1 + cosh2 η(
Q2
y6c
− 1 +Q
2
y4c
))].
(3.35)
In figure (8) we have a two dimentional plot of thermal width, which is comparable with
figure (3). By decreasing θ from 90, the thermal width decreases which is presented in
a fixed rapidity and angle. Here L is a function of charge. Also notice that we have
different values of deformation parameter. Here, one can see that in a very small inter-
quark distances, the pair can not feel any effect by deformation parameter. Thereafter
– 16 –
growing L and deforming the space lead us to a larger magnitude of thermal width. On
the other hand thermal width decreases with respect to the charge. It is interesting that
although thermal width is suppressed by rapidity according to [20], it never gets zero value
in a deformed charged space.
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Figure 8. Imaginary part of potential with respect to inter-quak distance, for a pair oriented with
an arbitrary angle with respect to the wind. A fixed rapidity and various deformation parameters
are considered.
4 Conclusion
In this paper we studied interactions of a moving quark- antiquark in a plasma by holog-
raphy approach with a charged deformed AdS background. We started with Noronha’s
approach to find imaginary part of potential which is referenced in the text. Recently, the
comparison between entropic force and imaginary part of potential has been very notable.
This leads us to find entropic force in a charged deformed AdS background. We have done
corresponding calculations in two cases. First we considered moving quark- antiquark per-
pendicularly to the axis that joins the pair and in second case we considered arbitrary angle
with hot wind. In perpendicular case, when charge values is near to maximum, leads to
increasing magnitude of imaginary part of potential and also by more deforming the space,
in that case we have larger magnitude of ImV. In a very short inter-quark distance length,
pair could not feel any change in its thermal width.
By deforming the background at larger L where quark and antiquark start to run away from
each other, entropy and magnitude of the ImV decrease with increasing length. Thereafter,
ImV starts to its monotonous behaviour soon when entropy is decreasing in that manner.
In addition entropic force increases by deforming the background while thermal width
get larger magnitude. Surprisingly, thermal width is not suppressed by nonzero values of
charge, deformation parameter and rapidity.
In section 3, we extended our studying to arbitrary angle of a pair against wind. We did
all steps as before and then considered imaginary part of potential and entropic force both.
Since our main goal was considering ImV and entropic force, we just fixed an arbitrary
angle and found numeric results. On the other hand the difference between the angles does
not lead to marked difference in phenomenology of the pair. By accounting charge to the
– 17 –
background, a degeneracy between inter-quark distance L and charge Q has been shown,
it means that L has a maximum with respect to Q. It can be interpreted as, quark and
anti-quark run away from each other. Then they reach to a maximum value of distance
and then they become close to each other. Meanwhile, more deforming the space leads to
a less distance between them.
We saw in a specific inter-quark distance the pair can have two values of entropy which any
of them introduces a specific dissociation length, just by changing charge. Briefly, one can
say that the main effect of the charge was increasing entropic force and decreasing ther-
mal width where both correspond to shorter dissociation length. By varying deformation
parameter at two different L in a fixed charge, one can arrive at same entropy as before.
Here, we note that local minimum entropy is heavily impressed by deformation parame-
ter. If we want to have more stability of entropy we need to deform the corresponding
background less. Here the most important result is about responsibility of deformation
parameter against entropic force and thermal width. Because such deformation increases
both and charge of the background decreases dissociation length of the pair.
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